
Instructions for now: 

- Send the address that your using for the game + a photo of the corresponding 
mailbox you want to receive candy in to r.plantenga@gmail.com, preferably before 
Thursday 19.00. Note: The contestants will not receive your exact address, so your photo 
will determine how large the chance is that candy will actually end up at your address or your 
neighbours. If you need to digitally add an arrow (like with Paint, Inkscape, or so) or if you 
need 2 photographs that is allowed. 

- Buy some wrapped candy (wrapped gummi bears, toffees, snickers, kitkats, 
individually wrapped cookies) for giving 6 people a “treat” 

- Get connected to the AT Discord (see https://allterrain.nl/at-goes-discord/)  
- Team up with a non-Eindhoven buddy if they like to join as well and you feel ok with 

it. (Couples are ok, but refrain from making groups) 

 

Instructions Friday night: 

- Friday you will receive up to 3 sets of location+photo (number depending on number 
of subscribed people). However, the location does NOT match the exact address of 
the person, but a location nearby (typically a large crossing or square within 200m 
from your house).  

- At a bit past 20u after the beginners trainings and cooking workshop finished the T&T 
starts  

- Using the photograph locate the mailbox of the person your treating 
- While making a selfie, donate a 2persons portion of treats in the mailbox 
- Share the selfie in Discord or WhatsApp (if no data, do this afterwards) 
- Once finishing your round, open your mailbox and report to the AT Discord so you 

can share your results. 

 

Coronastuff: 

To make this event a bit more corona-proof you have to take the following in mind: We do 
this activity individually or in couples (no teams). At the end we can meet online via discord 
where you can talk about how it went and more. Also, the candy you deliver should be in a 
sealed package so the candy itself can never be contaminated. Examples are candy bars 
(like mars, twix), bags of candy (e.g. haribo bears) and single packaged cookies but of 
course there is more possible. 
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